Secondary Glazing Fixings
Smartframe
White









Glazing Strips
1.0M
1.5M
2.0M
2.5M

Suitable for 2 or 4mm glazing.
Glass, acrylic or polycarbonate.
Supplied with screw fixings.

Easy Fix




Easyfix 15M kit
Easyfix 5M kit
Easyfix Edging 30M roll

OM25 Magnetic glazing tape




30m length roll
15m length roll
5m length roll



Suitable for 2-4mm acrylic or plate
polycarbonate
Pack consists of a 12.7mm wide magnetic
tape and a 13mm steel tape with double
sided adhesive.
The steel tape attaches to the window frame
and the magnetic tape to the secondary
glazing sheet. The tapes are only 2mm thick.
Ideal solution where you do not want the
secondary glazing to protrude too much





Framed Magnetic tape



Easyfix Clips (12)



Suitable for 2-4mm acrylic, plate
polycarbonate and glass.
Pack includes 15M roll of flexible edging, 72
nylon clips and wood screws, a mitre tool and
fitting instructions. Available in white, clear
or brown.
The flexible edging is used to frame the panel
and it is then held in place by the nylon clips
and screws. You need to ensure you allow at
least 10mm around the outside of the
secondary glazing panel for the clips.
Ideal where the surface is not high gloss, is
slightly uneven, or slightly damp.














Omega (Roofing) Plastics Ltd, West Ley, Alswear Old Road, South Molton, Devon.

Suitable for 2-4mm acrylic or plate
polycarbonate.
Packs consists of a 2.44m long magnetic
backed white or brown upvc clip frame and a
white steel tape which attach onto each other
with fitting instructions.
The double sided adhesive tape fixes the
steel tape to the window frame and the
magnetic tape clips onto the secondary
glazing panel. You need 15mm of flat
mountable surface around your window
frame to fix the strip.
Ideal solution where you require a frame
effect and want the benefit of magnetic tape
for easy fitting and removing the panel.

www.omegabuild.com, 01769 574426.

Secondary Glazing Fixings
(cont.d)

Measuring Tips

Superglaze








Suitable for 2-4mm glass ,acrylic or
polycarbonate
Pack includes a 2.44M white or brown upvc
strip and fitting instructions
The strip clips onto the edge of the glazing
and is then screwed onto your window frame.
The clip in strip covers the screws.
Ideal for surfaces that are not high gloss or
where you do not need to easily remove the
panels.
If using with 4mm please note the strip is a
very tight fit.

OM24 UPVC Glazing Strip







Suitable for 2-4mm acrylic or plate
polycarbonate.
Pack includes the 1.83M base with double
sided adhesive and white clip in top cap.
The double sided adhesive tape means it can
be fixed to either metal or wooden frames
securely. For larger wooden windows it is
recommended that the strip is screw fixed.
The strip is 23mm wide and protrudes over
the edge of the glazing panel by 13mm
Ideal where you require a frame effect and
for when you want the added security of
screwing into the frame.

10 sachets of IPA cleaner

Ideal for cleaning surface ready for adhesive

We offer a free cut to size service. Just give us the
dimensions at time of order. Our saw cuts to a
tolerance of +/-3mm. When considering on where to
place/fit the secondary glazing panel please consider
the following.



Any unevenness on the edges of your reveal
The ease of fitting and removing the panels

In the case of the above it is advisable to not place
the secondary glazing tight to the outside edge of the
frame.
Smartframe glazing strip
Deduct 30mm from outside edge of where you want
the frame to sit for the glazing panel size. It is
important that there is a clean flat surface all the
way round to ensure a good fit. Please ensure that all
window furniture e.g. handles etc. fit within the
recess.
OM24 upvc glazing strip
Deduct 26mm per dimension from the external
dimensions of the window frame/outside edge of
where you want the secondary glazing frame to sit.
OM25 magnetic glazing tape
We need the external dimensions of where you want
the secondary glazing to sit. The magnetic and steel
tapes are 13mm wide so ensure there is enough
space on the frame to accommodate this.
Easyfix
The clips take up 10mm on each side. Therefore
deduct 20mm per dimension from the external
dimensions of the window frame/outside edge of
where you want the secondary glazing frame to sit.
Framed Magnetic tape
Deduct 8mm per dimension from the external
dimensions of the window frame/outside edge of
where you want the secondary glazing frame to sit.
The framed magnetic tape needs a flat mountable
surface of 16mm around the window frame.

Omega (Roofing) Plastics Ltd, West Ley, Alswear Old Road, South Molton, Devon.

www.omegabuild.com, 01769 574426.

